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Abstract

This paper aims at proposing a conceptual model of achieving data completeness in electronic medical records (EMR). For this to happen, firstly, we draw on the model of factors influencing data quality management to construct our conceptual model. Secondly, we develop hypotheses of relationships between influencing factors for data completeness and mediators for achieving data completeness in EMR based on the literature. Our conceptual model extends the prior model for factors influencing data quality management by adding a new factor and exploring the relationships between the influencing factors within the context of data completeness in EMR. The proposed conceptual model and the presented hypotheses once empirically validated will be the basis for the development of tools and techniques for achieving data completeness in EMR.

1. Introduction

Most industries rely on their data for decision making. High data quality could assist organizations in working efficiently. However, incomplete data could increase additional scrutiny from those who use the data, because they have to exert more effort in dealing with missing data and interpreting the results of processing incomplete data [1]. As one dimension in data quality, data completeness has received extensive attention from data consumers. This is especially true in such a risk-averse industry such as healthcare, where decisions could literally determine life and death. Although data completeness has been the subject of much research in the last three decades, achieving data completeness for patient safety and quality of care remains as a significant challenge in healthcare. For example, it has been reported that less than 10% of medications approved by the Food and Drug Administration in Canada since 1980 have adequate data to analyze their risk for birth defects [2]. A large healthcare consortium fined $2.5 million since they failed to turn over required data on patient care to the state’s Medicaid program [3]. Problems associate with data incompleteness could result in severe consequences in healthcare such as increase in risks of patients’ harm and loss of revenues. The importance of data completeness in healthcare has motivated us to conduct a research project on investigation of this phenomenon. The existing literature focusing on data completeness in electronic records seems to rely heavily on survey, case study and experiment, with only a few that have conceptualized factors influencing data completeness. Moreover, there is a paucity of studies that suggest specific concepts for achieving data completeness in electronic medical records (EMR). The underlying interactions between factors affecting the achievement of data completeness in EMR are unclear.

To address this gap in the literature, in this paper we aim to: (1) propose a conceptual model for achieving data completeness in EMR, (2) developing hypotheses for relationships between constructs affecting data completeness in EMR.

Our proposed conceptual model builds upon and extends the model for factors influencing data quality management [4] by adding a new factor and exploring the relationships between the influencing factors within the context of achieving data completeness in EMR. This study makes two contributions. First, we propose concepts of achieving data completeness in EMR that are lacking in the existing literature, developing 12
hypotheses between influencing factors for data completeness and 11 mediators to achieve data completeness in EMR. Second, this study allows clinical staff to become more aware of data completeness in EMR at the point of care. The proposed model can serve as a tool for users in achieving data completeness in EMR.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the concept of data completeness; Section 3 provides a brief theoretical background about related studies; Section 4 develops the hypotheses of our conceptual model; Section 5 outlines the construct operationalization; Section 6 presents discussion and conclusion of this study and our future work.

2. Data completeness as a dimension of data quality

As one dimension in data quality, data completeness refers to the extent to which all necessary data for specific activities is available for data users, providing accessible data that meets users’ requirements for a given task. The general theory of data quality can be utilised to study data completeness and therefore, we take advantages of prior work on factors influencing data quality to construct our conceptual model. Moreover, our conceptual model could drive new insights into the achievement of data completeness in EMR.

3. Theoretical support

Prior studies have presented conceptual models for factors affecting data quality and empirically examined those models [4-10]. It is observed that the theory of data warehousing success [5, 6, 10] and quality management theory [4, 7-10] (such as critical success factors for total quality management) contribute to understanding data quality management and improvement. We propose to follow the implementation of a related model [4] to construct our conceptual model within the context of achieving data completeness in EMR.

3.1. Review of existing models

A summary of characteristics on current dominant models of influencing factors for data quality is presented in Table 1. We argue that these characteristics address three significant perspectives, including breadth, depth, and interaction of influencing factors for data quality that have been studied.

Table 1. A summary of characteristics on prior models for factors influencing data quality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)/Reference</th>
<th>CONT</th>
<th>Breadth</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Interaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wixom and Watson 2001 [6]</td>
<td>x x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xu et al. 2002 [9]</td>
<td>x x x x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nord et al. 2005 [8]</td>
<td>x x x x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tee et al. 2007 [10]</td>
<td>x x x x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiao et al. 2009 [4]</td>
<td>x x x x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kokemueller 2011 [5]</td>
<td>x x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xu 2013 [7]</td>
<td>x x x x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONT: The model is developed based on prior validated concepts.
HF: Human factors affecting data quality
MF: Managerial factors affecting data quality
TF: Technical factors affecting data quality
EF: External factors affecting data quality
LINK: The model establishes relationships between factors for data quality.
INDL: The model addresses factors at individual level.
ORGL: The model addresses factors at organizational level.

First, breadth perspective refers to the extent to which factors affecting data quality were included in the conceptual model. Essentially, factors affecting data quality can be categorized into three groups: human, management and technology [4]. The human factors involve individual cognition and capability on data quality activities and the subjects could be decision-makers and/or staff members. The managerial factors concern the organization and coordination of the activities in an organization to achieve the defined goals of data quality, while technical factors contain existing electronic equipment, information technologies and systems to support the achievement of data quality. Meanwhile, many researchers revealed that external factors have an impact on data quality [7-9]. The external factors refer to forces outside an organization that have the potential to affect data quality such as physical [7-9] and legal changes [10]. Hence a more complete list of factors affecting data quality includes four main groups: human, managerial, technical, and external factors, as shown in Table 1. We can see that the model of critical success factors for data quality [7-9] gives a holistic picture of this subject targeting highest breadth, however, it is lacking interactions between these factors.
Second, depth perspective concerns influencing factors for data quality that were studied from top to down in organizations. In other words, the commitment to data quality activities should address both at organizational and individual level. A body of literature indicates that commitment of top management is a key contributor to quality management [4, 8, 9, 11]. Top management team needs to make many decisions on regulations and processes management and resources allocation in order to achieve goals of data quality [5]. At the same time, active engagement of staff members plays an essential role in the success of quality management [12], since personal competency and attitude determines the extent to which the tasks in relation to data quality can be completed [4]. Accordingly, both individual and organizational level (also depth) should be considered when studying factors affecting data quality.

Third, interaction perspective addresses relationships between influencing factors for data quality. Researchers have empirically examined relationships between influencing factors in their proposed model and indicated that these influencing factors for data quality dynamically relate to each other [4, 5, 10]. The underlying mechanisms of interactions between factors affecting data quality could help us potentially preserve quality data or systematically reduce bad data. Thus, establishment of links between factors contributing to data quality is a significant enabler to ensure quality data. Although external factors were not included in Xiao et al.’s work [4], they developed a stronger conceptual model for factors influencing data quality with richness and reach in breadth, depth, and interaction.

Based upon this analysis, we construct the conceptual model on the model of factors influencing data quality management [4], while combining the strengths of those models [4, 5] and considering breadth, depth, and interaction perspective for factors contributing to achieving data completeness in EMR.

3.2. Utilizing the model of factors influencing data quality management in achieving data completeness in EMR

Using the theory of product quality management, Xiao et al. [4] provided a systematic discussion about influencing factors for data quality management. These findings, together with organisational behaviour theory, drove Xiao et al. [4] to propose a model of factors affecting data quality management within 3 perspectives (strategic, management and infrastructure) and 5 factors that can be grouped into different perspectives. These five factors are top management support (TMS), capability on the regulation and process management (CRPM), business-IT alignment (BITA), staff participation (SP), and integration of IS (IIS). Moreover, they empirically examined relationships between these factors. Figure 1 presents the model of factors influencing data quality management within significant relations between the influencing factors.

![Figure 1. The model of factors influencing data quality management taken from Xiao et al.’s work [4]](image)

In this work, we aim to develop a conceptual model for achieving data completeness in EMR. Xiao et al. [4] offered a guideline within breadth, depth, and interaction of influencing factors for data quality, addressing process of managing data quality from strategic, management and infrastructure perspectives. Furthermore, the existing literature focusing on data completeness in electronic records could gain rich insights of relationships between factors affecting data completeness achievement in EMR that are described in the following section.

4. Hypotheses development and literature support

To construct our conceptual model, the literature of data completeness in electronic records, data quality management, quality management was reviewed. These findings, together with a set of factors affecting data quality in different IS and data warehouses, were used to create our conceptual model for achieving data completeness in EMR and develop hypotheses of the model.

Here, human factors involve clinic director and clinical staff. For managerial factors, appropriate regulation formulation, process management, and resources allocation for EMR implementation could help staff members achieve better data completeness in EMR, while EMR integration provides technical support that has an impact on achieving data completeness in EMR.

We now start with the model of factors influencing data quality management [4] and retain significant relations between these influencing factors. Due to
significant impact of Resources on Organizational Implementation Success for improving data quality [5] that reflects capability of regulation and process management in an organization, we also add Resources factor into our resulting conceptual model (see Figure 2). We use dotted lines to highlight new factor and relationships added in the proposed model. Our conceptual model for achieving data completeness in EMR extends the model from Xiao et al. [4] in the following ways:

(i) New factors added: Resources
(ii) New relationships added:
- Resources and Regulatory capability for EMR-enabled care processes
- Resources and EMR alignment to care processes
- Resources and EMR integration
- Regulatory capability for EMR-enabled care processes and Data completeness in EMR

The factors affecting the achievement of data completeness in EMR in our conceptual model address both system design and implementation as well as system use post implementation. Four factors are used in the stage of system design and implementation including Clinic director’s support for EMR implementation, Resources, Regulatory capability for EMR-enabled care processes, and EMR alignment to care processes. Two factors are defined in the stage of system use post implementation concerning Clinical staff’s participation and EMR integration. In this light, our conceptual model can address the relevant controls from both system design and implementation as well as system use post implementation to guarantee data completeness in EMR.

The rationale for relationships among influencing factors for achieving data completeness in EMR are described below.

4.1. Relationship between clinic director’s support for EMR implementation for data completeness with regulatory capability for EMR-enabled care processes to achieve data completeness in EMR

Clinic director’s support for EMR implementation refers to the extent to which upper management level in clinics understands the importance of EMR implementation and participants in the relevant activities. Prior studies have asserted that top management commitment has a positive impact on the regulation and process management for IS implementation, because decision makers’ attitude and knowledge about innovative IS and data quality initiatives determines the degree to which resources can be allocated [5, 6] and political resistance to the implementation of systems can be dealt with [6].

Similarly, the management of EMR-enabled care processes for achieving data completeness in EMR cannot ignore support from the clinic director who is accountable for the entire running of the clinic. We hypothesize:

\[ H_1: \] A high level of clinic director’s support for EMR implementation is positively associated with regulatory capability for EMR-enabled care processes for achieving data completeness in EMR.

4.2. Relationship between clinic director’s support for EMR implementation for data completeness with EMR alignment to care processes to achieve data completeness in EMR

The implementation of IS in organizations includes a process of business-IT alignment [4]. During this process, decision makers need to carry out critical decisions and coordination for achieving alignment

![Figure 2. The conceptual model of achieving data completeness in EMR proposed in this study](image-url)
between business and IT. Here, the EMR implementation could change the existing work processes that may introduce barriers to its adoption [13]. A good understanding and knowledge about EMR systems and supporting technologies could drive the clinic director to make commitment to communication and coordination between IT and clinical staff for EMR implementation and to locate required resources for EMR implementation in care processes. As a result, the alignment between EMR and care processes could be facilitated that help achieve data completeness in EMR. We hypothesize:

\[ H_2: \] A high level of clinic director’s support for EMR implementation is positively associated with EMR alignment to care processes for achieving data completeness in EMR.

4.3. Relationship between resources for data completeness with regulatory capability for EMR-enabled care processes to achieve data completeness in EMR

Resources in our conceptual model include funding, human resource, and time for EMR implementation.

Resources are important to IT implementation, since these activities are time-consuming and expensive [5, 6]. Due to unclear return on investment in the short term but large investment in technology, the EMR carries barriers to its implementation for care [14]. Accordingly, resources are vital for successful implementation of EMR-enabled care processes. The sufficient human resource, available time and funding being allocated to EMR implementation, could guarantee effective technology being used for the EMR implementation. Without these efforts, EMR implementation integrated into care processes and relevant data completeness activities are unlikely to conduct. For example, database specialists’ time is not made available to these initiatives and therefore, EMR-enabled care processes could be delayed, which has an impact on achieving data completeness in EMR. We hypothesize:

\[ H_3: \] A high level of resources is positively associated with regulatory capability for EMR-enabled care processes for achieving data completeness in EMR.

4.4. Relationship between resources for data completeness with EMR alignment to care processes to achieve data completeness in EMR

EMR alignment to care processes involves communication and coordination about EMR implementation in the clinic between clinical and IT staff. Accordingly, investigators should capture users’ requirements and data completeness problems by analyzing the current system and interviewing users [15]. At this time, a set of considerable resources are also in need of being addressed for organizing and supporting a network of users in this process [16]. We can see that resources have an impact on EMR alignment to care processes in order to achieve data completeness in EMR. We hypothesize:

\[ H_4: \] A high level of resources is positively associated with EMR alignment to care processes for achieving data completeness in EMR.

4.5. Relationship between resources for data completeness with EMR integration to achieve data completeness in EMR

The EMR are implemented across clinical systems and repositories, providing a comprehensive view for a patient by integrating diverse data sources [17]. Here, the integration technologies (such as data warehouse) to some degree determine the extent to which the data is aggregated from different systems [18]. The EMR integration requires investment in technology as mentioned in Section 4.3. Thus, the clinic with skillful IT professionals and mature technology for EMR implementation could have better chance to aggregate complete data from various data sources. We hypothesize:

\[ H_5: \] A high level of resources is positively associated with EMR integration for achieving data completeness in EMR.

4.6. Relationship between regulatory capability for EMR-enabled care processes for data completeness with clinical staff’s participation to achieve data completeness in EMR

Regulatory capability for EMR-enabled care processes describes a clinic’s ability to design, implement and improve (1) a set of rules and standards that regulate care processes when using EMR, and (2) a complete system of procedures for achieving the clinic’s goals of data completeness in using EMR.

Based on structured rules and procedures in the use of IS [19-21], individuals are required to follow a set of regulations and processes for addressing data quality [4]. At this time, the clinic may conduct appropriate trainings to improve staff’s ability of using EMR in the care processes. For example, the training of procedures for recording clinical information could enhance staff skills for preventing data completeness issues at the point of care [22]. Furthermore, the emphasis on the importance of data completeness in record keeping
tasks in training could help staff realize that incomplete data in clinical use could result in severe consequence at point of care. As a result, staff in the clinic would favorably follow the relevant operational policy and play their roles in data completeness activities when using EMR. Based on this analysis, we hypothesize:

\[ H_7: \text{A high level of regulatory capability for EMR-enabled care processes is positively associated with clinical staff’s participation for achieving data completeness in EMR.} \]

4.7. Relationship between regulatory capability for EMR-enabled care processes for data completeness with EMR integration to achieve data completeness in EMR

The implementation and optimization of regulation and process demand from higher IS integration, thereby furthering the integrated application of IS [4]. Here, the detailed management infrastructure, with a complete system and clear procedures for using EMR, could facilitate EMR integration. For instance, specific standard and process representations could help better understand the policy of data collection when using EMR for achieving complete data at the point of care [23]. In this way, IT professionals could better support EMR integration in order to deliver the corresponding information for different use. Therefore, we hypothesize:

\[ H_8: \text{A high level of regulatory capability for EMR-enabled care processes is positively associated with EMR integration for achieving data completeness in EMR.} \]

4.8. Relationship between regulatory capability for EMR-enabled care processes and data completeness in EMR

Changes in routine management may emerge due to implementation of innovative IS, which could result in political resistance in organizations [24]. If practitioners can put change management programs in place, deal with political resistance effectively, and encourage organizational members to embrace these innovations, the implementation of IS could lead to a high level of data quality [6]. Here, EMR implementation could also result in changes in care processes, and at this time practitioners should consider countermeasures to addressing these challenges for EMR implementation. For instance, a structured process designed to deal with human factors through behavior change could assist to achieve the expected benefits of EMR implementation [25], thus having great potential to achieve data completeness in EMR. We hypothesize:

\[ H_9: \text{A high level of regulatory capability for EMR-enabled care processes is positively associated with achieving data completeness in EMR.} \]

4.9. Relationship between EMR alignment to care processes for data completeness with clinical staff’s participation to achieve data completeness in EMR

EMR alignment to care processes refers to communication and coordination about EMR implementation between clinical and IT staff. According to Total Data Quality Management methodology, organizations must first define what they mean by data quality and then establish a usable metrics linked to data stakeholders’ goals for measuring how good is the data [26]. As a result, a good understanding and communication on the definition of data completeness in EMR from data users can serve as a foundation for clear alignment between intention of data creation and its usage. In this way, the EMR could offer the corresponding information to clinical staff at the point of care. These effective practices of achieving data completeness could increase awareness of maintenance and usage of the data in clinical decision making and planning of health services and products. Accordingly, clinical staff are motivated to further support data completeness initiatives when using EMR. We hypothesize:

\[ H_{10}: \text{A high level of EMR alignment to care processes is positively associated with clinical staff’s participation for achieving data completeness in EMR.} \]

4.10. Relationship between EMR alignment to care processes for data completeness with EMR integration to achieve data completeness in EMR

An effective coordination and communication between business and IT can facilitate integration of IS [4]. Here, the clinical staff provide feedback about the utilization of EMR in their work processes, and IT professionals can capture users’ voices so as to customize countermeasures to solving mismatch problems between workflow and technology in using EMR. The procedures of initiative IS integrated into the work processes could be accepted into organizations and facilitate the delivery of quality-assured services [27]. Accordingly, the understanding and coordination about EMR implementation between
IT and clinical staff could serve as a foundation for EMR integration. In this way, the data in EMR aggregated from multiple clinical systems could achieve clinical staff’s needs at the point of care. We hypothesize:

\[ H_{10}: \text{A high level of EMR alignment to care processes is positively associated with EMR integration for achieving data completeness in EMR.} \]

4.11. Relationship between clinical staff’s participation and data completeness in EMR

Clinical staff’s participation in EMR context is the process whereby employees are involved in running and improving clinical processes and data completeness activities when using EMR. The misunderstanding or insufficient knowledge about data entry policy could result in incomplete documentation [23]. Furthermore, if a staff member lacks the awareness about importance of data recording or reporting tasks, data delays or omission errors might occur due to human carelessness [22]. In addition, the availability of dedicated time for dealing with recording tasks puts staff members under pressure [15, 22]. As a result, more missing items could emerge during the data entry. The data may not be available at the time where data needs to be entered in EMR. This unavailability of data will result in data incompleteness. In short, individual awareness, attitude, mental status and competency determine the degree of participating data completeness achievement when using EMR. We hypothesize:

\[ H_{11}: \text{A high level of clinical staff’s participation is positively associated with achieving data completeness in EMR.} \]

4.12. Relationship between EMR integration and data completeness in EMR

EMR integration describes that the EMR are implemented across clinical systems and repositories, providing integrated data for different needs.

The architecture of the EMR is a formal description of a system, organizing components and services that support recording, retrieving and handling information in EMR [17]. The EMR are scattered across multiple clinical systems and repositories for patient-centred continuity of care [17]. Using the EMR, nurses can follow up processes of care and physicians can check results of tests for clinical decision making. An EMR can serve for different use within integrated data since a subsystem cannot provide a complete picture of a patient’s condition to clinical staff [28]. As mentioned in Section 4.5, integration technologies could determine the extent to which the data can be aggregated from different systems. Accordingly, the extent to EMR integration could ascertain how good is the data in the EMR. We hypothesize:

\[ H_{12}: \text{A high level of EMR integration is positively associated with achieving data completeness in EMR.} \]

4.13. Mediators in achieving data completeness in EMR

We have proposed 12 hypotheses about relationships between the influencing factors and data completeness in EMR (see Figure 2). Accordingly, there are 11 mediators in achieving data completeness in EMR posited in our conceptual model, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Hypotheses of mediators for achieving data completeness in EMR posited in the conceptual model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Mediators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H13: Mediator1 of achieving data completeness in EMR:</td>
<td>Clinic director’s support for EMR implementation – Regulatory capability for EMR-enabled care processes – Data completeness in EMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H14: Mediator2 of achieving data completeness in EMR:</td>
<td>Clinic director’s support for EMR implementation – Regulatory capability for EMR-enabled care processes – Clinical staff’s participation – Data completeness in EMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H15: Mediator3 of achieving data completeness in EMR:</td>
<td>Clinic director’s support for EMR implementation – Regulatory capability for EMR-enabled care processes – EMR integration – Data completeness in EMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H16: Mediator4 of achieving data completeness in EMR:</td>
<td>Clinic director’s support for EMR implementation – EMR alignment to care processes – Clinical staff’s participation – Data completeness in EMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H17: Mediator5 of achieving data completeness in EMR:</td>
<td>Clinic director’s support for EMR implementation – EMR alignment to care processes – EMR integration – Data completeness in EMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H18: Mediator6 of achieving data completeness in EMR:</td>
<td>Resources – Regulatory capability for EMR-enabled care processes – Clinical staff’s participation – Data completeness in EMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H19: Mediator7 of achieving data completeness in EMR:</td>
<td>Resources – Regulatory capability for EMR-enabled care processes – Data completeness in EMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H20: Mediator8 of achieving data completeness in EMR:</td>
<td>Resources – Regulatory capability for EMR-enabled care processes – EMR integration – Data completeness in EMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H21: Mediator9 of achieving data completeness in EMR:</td>
<td>Resources – EMR integration – Data completeness in EMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H22: Mediator10 of achieving data completeness in EMR:</td>
<td>Resources – EMR alignment to care processes – Clinical staff’s participation – Data completeness in EMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H23: Mediator11 of achieving data completeness in EMR:</td>
<td>Resources – EMR alignment to care processes – EMR integration – Data completeness in EMR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Construct operationalization

We intend to operationalize our constructs based on their measurement (in Appendix A) in our research project. Since data completeness implies that the data describes all the facts in the real world, complete data should be accurate and up-to-date as well. In other words, data completeness overlaps with other dimensions in data quality such as accuracy [29, 30]. Furthermore, this construct includes system design and implementation as well as system use post implementation factors that link clinic director’s support for EMR implementation and resources with achieving data completeness in EMR. For system design and implementation factors, clinic director’s support for EMR implementation measures clinic director’s awareness, attitude, and competency towards activities concerning EMR implementation, while factor about resources measures funding, human resource, and time for the implementation. Regulatory capability for EMR-enabled care processes measures a clinic’s ability to design, implement, and improve data quality activities and process management of EMR implementation, while EMR alignment to care processes measures the level of communication and collaboration in care processes and data completeness issues about EMR implementation between clinical and IT staff. For system use post implementation factors, clinical staff’s participation measures awareness, attitude, competency and mental status of clinical staff towards data completeness activities in using EMR, while EMR integration measures the quality of the EMR system including ease of use, usefulness, and compatibility. The definition and sources of these measures in each factor are presented in Appendix A in details.

6. Discussion, conclusion and future studies

This paper utilizes prior models for factors affecting data quality in IS and data warehouses and draws on the model of factors contributing to data quality management [4] (see Section 3), to propose a conceptual model within the context of achieving data completeness in EMR. Additionally, the literature on data completeness in electronic records, data quality management and quality management was reviewed and synthesized to propose 12 hypotheses for the influencing factors and 11 mediators to achieve data completeness in EMR (as presented in Section 4). Our work makes two important contributions as presented below.

6.1. Theoretical contributions

First, the identification of influencing factors for achieving data completeness in EMR in this work provides an initial explanation of this phenomenon. We construct a conceptual model for achieving data completeness in EMR, including hypotheses development of relationships between influencing factors for data completeness and mediators to achieve data completeness in EMR, which is lacking in the existing literature. Second, our conceptual model aligns well with breadth, depth and interaction perspective to study influencing factors for achieving data completeness in EMR. We extend prior model of factors influencing data quality management within the context of EMR by adding one new factor and the relationships between the influencing factors.

Accordingly, we posit that other data quality problems also can be studied in a similar way. This study therefore encourages academics to (1) take advantages of inductive methods in the identification of practices that address other data quality problems in EMR; and (2) adopt deductive methods to validate conceptual model.

6.2. Practical contributions

Understanding influencing factors for achieving data completeness in EMR allows practitioners to become more aware of issues that need to be taken into consideration. The proposed model can be utilised as a tool by data consumers for achieving completeness in EMR. In order to achieve data completeness in EMR, this study suggests that practitioners should pay attention to the following issues. First, the metrics of completeness must be defined based on users’ requirements. The alignment between intention of data creation and its usage could serve as a basis for delivery of corresponding information products to users for specific tasks. Second, data completeness is a complicated concept and its problems could emerge at any point from data entry to data analysis and decision making. Effective organizational and technical strategies for achievement of data completeness in EMR could enhance a clinical staff’s capability for achieving quality of clinical decision making and quality of care.

The present study serves as a conceptual paper investigating the literature and theoretical support to improve data completeness in EMRs. Although we acknowledge the lack of data to support the argument presented in this paper, we plan to collect data and generate empirical results to accept or reject the hypothetical claims in this study.

Accordingly, our future work will empirically examine the proposed conceptual model and the developed hypotheses through surveys and a case study as part of
the overall research project. The targeted subjects will involve physicians, nurses, medical informatics experts, and IT professionals who have backgrounds or experience of dealing with the EMR data in Australia.

7. References


### Appendix A. Evaluation measures and their definitions in our proposed model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct factors</th>
<th>Evaluation measures</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resources</strong></td>
<td>Funding</td>
<td>Budgets are available to successfully complete the tasks related to EMR implementation and data completeness initiatives (revised from prior work [5, 6]).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Human resource</td>
<td>People are available to successfully complete the tasks related to EMR implementation and data completeness initiatives (revised from prior work [5, 6]).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Time is available to successfully complete the tasks related to EMR implementation and data completeness initiatives (revised from prior work [5, 6]).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinic director's support for EMR implementation</strong></td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>Clinic director recognizes importance of EMR implementation and data completeness in EMR (revised from prior work [4, 7, 8, 10]).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attitude</td>
<td>Clinic director supports EMR implementation and data completeness activities [4-10].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Competency</td>
<td>Competency of clinic director describes leadership skills and knowledge of EMR values (revised from prior work [4]).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Regulatory capability of EMR-enabled care processes</strong></td>
<td>Data quality management</td>
<td>This concerns a set of data quality activities such as data quality planning, regulation and controls (revised from Xu et al.’s work [7]).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Process management</td>
<td>Process management can be viewed as the sum total of the ways in which it involves the information chains from data acquisition to its usage during EMR-enabled care processes (revised from prior work [31]).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EMR alignment to care processes</strong></td>
<td>Alignment</td>
<td>The EMR system works well with routine operation in an organization (revised from Xiao et al.’s work [4]).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Communication and collaboration about data completeness issues in EMR between IT professionals and clinical staff works effectively (revised from Xiao et al.’s work [4]).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>Clinical staff recognize the importance of data completeness in EMR (revised from prior work [4, 7, 8, 22]).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attitude</td>
<td>Clinical staff support data quality activities (revised from prior work [4, 7, 8, 22]).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Competency</td>
<td>Competency of clinical staff describes knowledge and skills in dealing with EMR data [15, 23, 32].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mental status</td>
<td>Individual fatigue and tension could trigger human errors in achieving data completeness in EMR [22, 33].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EMR Integration</strong></td>
<td>Ease of use</td>
<td>The EMR system is easy to use, such as unambiguous design of user interface (revised from prior work [15]).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Usefulness</td>
<td>The EMR system effectively integrates data from different functional areas and addresses data needs as clinical staff arise (revised from prior work [5, 6]).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compatibility</td>
<td>The implementation of EMR system overcomes numerous technical problems and works well across multiple clinical systems and repositories (revised from prior work [5, 6]).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data completeness in EMR</strong></td>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>The required data is available for users when using the EMR system (revised from prior work [30]).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>The data provided by the EMR system is accurate (revised from prior work [30]).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>